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A strange start goes with a charming end 

Uff, I am finally done, my thesis 

with golden letters and preciously bound

only a few examples exist in this world. 

SLAC 1983

Crystal Ball Experiment at SPEAR

Stanford University 

SLAC report not yet out  à one piece goes to Europe. 

Who the . . . would . . . ?  



As a CERN–fellow search for my future

Experience:
•  physics analysis, software:  ok
•  hardware, electronics: zero, nada !

Career plan:
•  do something exiting
•  go where the action is
•  do something new

Old British physicist asks me to 
develop for DELPHI at LEP a 
silicon micro-strip vertex detector  
à what’s that?  Microplex ?

I stay, do my thing for years and 
witness an extraordinary group of 
people developing silicon detectors 



Hosted by NA32 but working on LEP 

NA32 experiment at CERN looks for hadronic charm production

The ACCMOR collaboration is quite large, very busy and dynamic

CERN group hosts me. May 1984 I start to work “illegally” for DELPHI by 
testing a new VLSI readout chip for silicon micro strip detectors. Its called 
Microplex chip for an undefined and quite impossible to build silicon micro-
vertex detector.  

à  have many questions and the field is new

à  learning on the job  &  learning by doing

à  asking questions to people and I do get some answers  

à  NA32 has lots of people that work in exciting new silicon detectors

à  realize that a some NA32 physicists always give me good answers 

à  one guy (pullover over shoulders & special haircut) gives real good answers 



NA11 experiment searches hadronic charm 

pion beam
230 GeV/c

experimental observation of hadronic produced charm particle is rather difficult

NA11 experiment is rather complex and quite a big effort in hardware and people



NA11 experiment searches hadronic charm 

experimental reconstruction of hadronic produced charm particle is not easy

D0 à Kπ Λc àp K- π+

experimental observation of easier channels worked, but seldom produced 
charm particles and lower branching ratio decays were not possible.
à overwhelming, high rate hadronic backgound processes

à selection of charm events by very precise livetime tagging should help !

à improve experiment by adding novel, very precise silicon vertex detectors



Silicon detectors boost NA32 experiment 
Several groups of ACCMOR collaboration develop novel silicon detector technologies

NA11/32 becomes breeding ground of today’s silicon precision vertex detectors

Λc àp K- π+

with Si-strip detectorsSilicon micro strip detectors in NA32

The addition of silicon micro strip detectors made a huge difference !



Silicon strip detectors developed for NA32 
Small group pioneered and developed silicon micro strip detectors for NA32 

A wealth of innovation:
•  analog pulse height readout
•  precision by interpolation
•  capacitive charge division
•  AC-coupled low noise electronics
•  system & integration

Strip detector:                resolution
 20µ  strip pitch
 60µ  readout pitch   à      4.5µ 
120µ readout pitch   à      7.9µ



Silicon strip detectors developed for NA32 



Silicon strip detectors developed for NA32 

In HEP ultrasonic wire bonding was at the time pretty exotic ! 



Silicon strip detectors developed for NA32 
cost per electronic channel was the limit for larger applications   (~100-200 CHF/channel)

ENC = 450e + 15 [e/pF] x C [pF]l



Secondary charm vertices with NA32 



Signal interpolation in Si-strip detectors 

NIM 214 (1983) 253-260

the “classical” paper on how to obtain the best resolution with charge interpolation 

η-algorithm is now used everywhere in silicon detectors 

test beam 1994:   25µ strip readout à 1.3µ resolution 
            à  H-LHC, FCC 

η-plot for coordinates  



Silicon detectors damaged by π beam 
after running several years in the pion beam small coordinate shifts showed up. 

Bari 1985first observation of doping change à type inversion 



Radiation Damage      (by Robert Klanner, 1984/5) 



Donor removal  (by Robert Klanner) 

modern Neff plot by RD-50  
on donor removal/ type inversion 



NA32 gets a visionary target track trigger 

•   active target with track trigger capability
•   select secondary vertex charm decays
•  14 silicon detectors, each 48 channels of 20µ pitch
•  level 2 trigger by ESOP processor à 8µsec decision
•  1984 data run of NA32

30 years later: 
CMS plans for H-LHC
a track trigger for
installation in 2024

Whoao !  
What a courage !

Robert you’r something !



Robert gets into novel silicon detectors 

NIM 235 (1984) 224-234

Silicon Drift Chamber (SDC)  proposed by Gatti & Rehak gets built  & tested

measurements for me an admirable degree of 
experimental professionalism  

calculated drift fields



Roberts talk in San Miniato,  July 1984  



clear and concise, that’s his trademark  



this clear and lucid way to grasp the quintessence  



his feet on the ground and a clear vision for the future  

that’s what I tried to work on



Silicon sampling calorimeter !!!  à CMS will get one now !  

Ups ! he is getting into 
calorimetry now à Zeus, DESY

à things get heavier



Robert prepares himself for calorimetry  

as usual:

people trying to 
follow him have 
a tough time . . 

this was already 
the case when he 
was still in the 
Steiermark 



his Steiermark friends keep trying and trying  

and just can’t catch up with him ! 



 70. Birthday of Robert Klanner     

Paul Scherrer Institute would like to congratulate for 
your birthday and  thank you for all your efforts that 
you gave as a long member of the PSI Advisory 
Board  (PAB) 



Who the . . . would . . . ?   

Robert  Klanner would !

SLAC 1983

Crystal Ball Experiment at SPEAR

Stanford University 

He just loves to read thesis ! 

Is he a thesis messy ? 

let make a deal !! 


